
                          Tribe 16 JK Molle Door Panel 
 
 

                                                             Included in Kit:   

 

Door Molle Panel 2 
1/4-20 X 1” Button Head Screw 8 
1/4 Washer 8 
1/4-20 NutZert 8 
1/4 Nylon Spacers 8 
  
  
  
  
  
  

                                                            Tools Needed: 

                                                             Wire Cutters 
                                                             Pilot and a 25/64 Drill Bit and Drill 
                                                             5/32 Allen Wrench 
                                                             Marker 

                                                               

The installation of the Tribe 16 Door Panel requires some drilling and the installation of Nutzerts but is 
quite simple. These instructions will cover front and rear installations as they are similar, the only 
variance is the number of fasteners. 

If the factory mesh in your door panel is still intact you will have to cut it out, simply pull upward on it 
and cut it as close to the surround as possible. You will see its barely woven in to the surround and will 
com out easisly as you cut along the frame. (Fig.1) With the mesh all out hold the panel up to the 
suround, with it centered on the surround mark your holes. (Fig.2) Pull the panel off and drill pilot holes 
with your small bit, then the final hole with your 25/64 bit. (Fig.3) On the two top holes make sure you 
have drilled through all of the layers of plastic. 
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                          Tribe 16 JK Molle Door Panel 
 
Next Set your nutzerts in the holes you just drilled, making sure they fit flush to the door. (Fig.4) At this 
point it’s time to decide exactly how you want to use the panel. The JK door pocket is shallow, if you like 
a tight fit and only use the outside for webbing (Fig.5) Install all the ¼ -20 Button heads, then tighten 
them down with your 5/32 Allen wrench.  If you would like to stash thicker things behind the panel as 
well, we have included spacers to set it off the door panel (Fig.6) If that’s what you want, slide a spacer 
over the bolt after its passed through the panel, (Fig.7) then place the panel on the door and tighten 
down the screws. 
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Outfit your door panel inside and out with any accessories you need close at hand. 

 

 

     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                


